Jost International Announces Changes to Sliding Fifth Wheel Air Cylinders

The old style cylinder, equipped with an internal return spring (see Figure 1) was used on sliding fifth wheels shipped before April 2005. For the old style cylinder replacement, the cylinder kit will now contain an external return spring as shown in Figure 2.

**These cylinders are used on sliders shipped before April 2005.**
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Figure 1

Next, Figure 3 shows the new design air cylinder which does not require an external return spring because the return spring is attached to the mechanism.

**These cylinders are used on sliders shipped after April 2005.**
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Figure 3

This cylinder is used to replace the cylinder shown in Figure 1, for sliders shipped before April 2005.

This cylinder is used on sliders shipped after April 2005, not interchangeable with either cylinder shown above.

The right to alter specifications is reserved.